Efficiency Evaluation Of Filters Applied In Thermoelectrics From The Analysis Of Process Variables.
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Abstract.

The generation of energy for thermoelectric has the benefit of not relying on environmental situations, as in the case of hydropower that can be influenced by the effects of weathering on the high or low level of its water reservoirs. However, the thermoelectric plants can bring harm to the environment by the emission of particulate material into the atmosphere. Filters of various principles can be used for containment of those fly ashes, as the cyclone filter. Given the relatively low costs involved this is widely used in a industrial scale and, for having a greater scope for gains in efficiency, will be addressed during this exposed. Is this article, it’s contemplated the study of the influence of the system’s variables, such as flow velocity of the gas inlet and the diameter of the particles suspended therein. It must be said that this study aims to technical study the filter, not normally considered the economic feasibility of possible changes and implementations; as such factors may serve as a disincentive to finding new methods and technology, which, since then, must be evaluated economically.
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1. Introduction

The countries in economic growth have in common the need for energy resources as a basis for increasing the productive sector. Sustainable development is a relevant factor in the analysis of growth, minimizing the environmental impact that man has on the planet. Brazil, following this scenario, has a National Energy Plan. PNE 2030, which aims to diversify the national energetic matrix by the year 2030. According to the Ministry of Mines e Energy, the electricity from coal accounted, in 2005, 1.8% of the national energetic matrix, however, by the plans of the PNE, the share of coal in the national energetic matrix, in 2023, will increase to 5.35%. [1] However the main obstacle to increasing the share of coal in the national energetic matrix is due to the fact that today most of the countries makes the power generation through direct combustion of the fuel. This process generates high amounts of greenhouse gases, which contribute to global warming. Coal will still be widely used for electric power generation, considering its low price, high availability and distribution of this fuel. [2] According to the industry report of Ciecesc (2008), firms belonging to the coal basin of south Santa Catarina produced 2.6 million tons of coal in 2007. A big part of that whole, about 90% was destined for power generations in thermal Jorge Lacerda in Capivari de Baixo – SC (857MW). These miners generate 4 thousands of direct jobs and about 40 thousands of indirect jobs, standing out as one of the most important sectors for the regional and national economy and is considered a cornerstone of economic development. [3] Due to technical limitations of existing boilers and environmental laws, the different types of coal used in thermal generation’s process must satisfy certain criteria physicochemical. This implies in high costs for mining companies that supply raw materials, causing all measures that generate increase in efficiency and cost savings in other areas of interest are welcome.

In thermoelectric plants of coal generation, the capture of solid waste from the combustion of fuel usually happens through the use of systems cyclones, electrostatic precipitation or bag filter.
These controllers emissions are, in general, efficient, especially in ration gas of input/output. However, it is a study indicating which parameters can be modified aiming to use the minimum necessary energy, according to the characteristic momentary gas to be filtered, which provides a more efficient process, lower energy consumption and increases the life of the equipment itself.

It is intended to analyze the efficiency of filters according to the characteristic of the material. Thus, the development of the theme will be returned to the industry of thermoelectric energy generation, specifically in the equipment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from heat generation system.

2 FILTER MODELS

According to Marreco et al (2006), common measures to perform the filtering gases in Brazilian industry, whether for electricity production or other processes involving emission of particulates, atomization of slurry to the ceramic industry, grain industry, cement and feed, are:[4]

- Cyclones for separating particles having different densities;
- Gas scrubbers for adsorption of water with solid particles and subsequent decantation;
- Bag filter for particulate adherence to certain types of fibers;
- Electrostatic precipitators, whose operating principle of ionization of fine particles, so that these are retained by adherence to an electrically charged plate. As used in Thermoelectric Jorge Lacerda – Capivari de Baixo – SC and, according to Darcovich (1997), is the most effective way of action on fine particles. [5]
- Hybrid Precipitator: Advanced Hybrid Particulate Collector – CHAP. According to Miller (2000), this equipment uses the data collection as the electrostatic filtering sleeves in a single configuration for removal of particulates from a stream of exhaust air. It incorporates high particle collection with a smaller area compared to the methods of conventional particulate controls. Remains as a great promise as being a relatively inexpensive method of preventing air pollution from the energy production systems. [6]

3. FILTER ANALYSIS

To make an analysis of the efficiency of filters for thermoelectric, a study may have two lines: one that checks the results observed by cold clean air outlet in relation to the incoming flow in the filter or, another, which checks not only the result numerical equipment, but rather, all that evaluates a context since the method of construction, durability and past the costs and also maintenance and operability thereof. The same goes for choosing which filter should be installed in an industry, linking its installation cost, efficiency, maintenance costs and operating costs. The table I illustrates a relationship that takes into account the factors described:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Cyclone</th>
<th>Precipitator</th>
<th>Sleeves filters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>70 to 90%</td>
<td>Upper to 90%</td>
<td>Upper to 99,99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle retained</td>
<td>Bigger than</td>
<td>Bigger than 0,001µm</td>
<td>Bigger than 0,1µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of investment</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of maintenance</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of operation</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is observed in Table 1 that both the exposed fabric filter and the electrostatic precipitator works on tracks very close to the ideal, in other words, 100% of efficiency in air purification, whereas the cyclone filter still has a relatively high margin of possibilities for increasing the efficiency.

Generally, the separation efficiency in a system of order 0 to 70% is not always the same as that traverses to change its result from 70 to 100%. In similar terms says that it much easier to change 10 percentage points when it is at an intermediate level, in other words, up to 70%, than a 1 percentage point change to pass a system that, for example, work with 98%, to 99%.

3.1 Determination of Filter to analyze

As table I shows, the costs of installation, maintenance and operation of the filter cyclone show up lower against the other technologies, making it of great interest to industrial plants or smaller ones or, as the governing rules of capitalism to companies seeking to lower expenses. Glimpsing the above yet, we chose to study the determination of the cyclone filter, in order to provide and analysis on the value of efficiency in parallel with no significant change in its costs considered exposed. For this, one needs to make a mathematical model to obtain the equipment which variables influence the process. Thus it will permit mathematical modeling of the filter and, lastly, will propose means of evaluation were previously studied which act to ensure a considerable increase of the quality of the output air to atmosphere.

Several factors can influence the efficiency of the cyclone filter, which are: the speed of air flow, the particle size and the nature of these powder, sand, coal ashes, etc.

The internal diameter of the filter and moisture gas. However, in industrial processes, not all variables can be demonstrated explored as a means of correcting and increasing efficiency, as the diameter of equipment which, once constructed, becomes fixed over time. The level of particulate concentration depends on the nature and conditions of the combustion performed and therefore generally cannot be controlled.

The speed of the air current that runs through the filter is critical to be analyzed, for speeds above the ideal causes excessive abrasion to the sides of the machine, wearing it
and carrying a portion of the particles that were unable to settle, due to the effect and high volume of airflow. Conversely, low velocities entail a large loss of load on the system, which in many cases it’s not convenient. It remains so, considering the diameter of the particles present in the gas stream inlet, the volume, moisture, temperature, and internal dimensions of the filter, for possible actions in the flow velocity, according to a constructive considered the same. According to Koch and Licht (1980), the simple construction, low power consumption and capability for operation at high pressures and temperatures, makes the filter cyclone widely used in industry. The operation and maintenance of low complexity when compared to other types of filters corroborate this assertion. [8] Justifies the use of a filter Cyclone considering its efficiency and pressure drop. These parameters are mainly studied in the design and operation of the equipment.

3.1.1 Analysis of direct relationship between particle diameter and flow velocity

To make a direct relationship between speed and particle diameter makes the analysis in two steps, the first by adopting a fixed speed and varying the particle size and the second, the reverse. Thus, initially adopted, for criteria wide in practice, the fixed speed of the flow at 10m/s, so the variation of the particle diameter, the values of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3, 5, 10, and 30µm.

It is observed in Figure 1 that for particles larger than 10µm, its result is almost constant, leaving efficiencies around 99%. To evaluate the direct influence on the efficiency weight felt by speed variation, adopted as fixed diameter 5µm, criteria for target of interest for study, whereas for larger diameters this type of filter has already found satisfactory efficiency. The velocity values that were tested are: 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15m/s, to obey the usual level of work in practice. The results appear in the graph of Figure 2. In this you can see that the speed influences the response of filter efficiency cyclone.

With the numerical results, it can be stated, for a fixed diameter of particle, in the example 5µm, the velocity reaches a maximum threshold which offers no further gain in efficiency of the filter, this being after the value of 15m/s. With this analysis it is possible to predict how the system behaves against the action of the speed variation, which provides a larger range to study how to verify the modeling system.
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Figure 2 – Graph of the variation of the flow velocity efficiency weight.

Thereafter, it is for values of velocity and particle diameter tested a mathematical arrangement for testing all possible combinations. For example, find the values of efficiency, using 0.5m/s and 0.25µm, then use 0.5 m/s and 0.5µm and so for the others.
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Figure 3 - 3D graph – Efficiency of the cyclones due speed x diameter particles.

Through this analysis it is possible to note that in systems with particle diameter known and relatively constant, one can determine the lowest working speed which provides the highest efficiency, providing lower energy costs and maintenance of the machinery responsible for ventilation of air flow to cyclone. In the possibility of a particle size analyzer in real time, it is possible to vary the speed according to the input diameter, providing a increased efficiency possible by weight.

In another analysis, takes up work as a minimum basis for criteria common goal of practical use, the value of efficiency in the order of 90%.

The graph shown in Figure 4 expresses, for the established efficiency, the ratio of input speed as a function of particle diameter. With this analysis, it is possible to provide for the appropriate speed depending on the variations of the incoming particulate efficiency to keep the acceptable level of 90%.
4 FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

Cyclone Filters are equipments for cleaning a stream of exhaust air at a cost relatively lower than other types of filters, but with questionable levels of efficiency and control nontrivial. The present study aimed to investigate the behavior of the cyclone filter change front two important variables in the air handling system: flow velocity and diameter of the particulate.

The results of direct examination of the influence of the diameter of the particles in the filter efficiency shows a tendency to increase the second addition in the dimension parallel to the first, due to the fact particles having diameters larger than the largest mass particle size of less if deemed having the same density as provirus the same principle of burning coal. Being of greater weight, these particles to move further up in the cyclone lose high kinetic energy to suffer with, among other factors, the friction with the walls inside the centrifugal effect of the cyclone. Moreover, the finer particles are less that purpose, staying in suspension and are naturally expelled into the atmosphere, polluting the environment.

Making variations only the speed, keeping the diameter of the particles fixed, it was also observed that filter efficiency increases as the system experiences an addition in speed, greatly depending on the particles at high speeds collide directly with the walls of cyclone, losing the energy that would keep the suspension. However, the effect of high speeds not only brings advantages: the greater the required speed, higher power should be the driving machine, in case one motor coupled with a fan. This generates a higher installation cost, as major powers engines are more expensive.

Even with high speed relation, this factor causes excessive collisions of the flying particles with the walls of the cyclone, causing a greater friction between them and the filter. Based on practical data, this increased friction allows a significant reduction in equipment life and even demonstrating efficiency gains should be avoided.

Although not discussed in this paper out any real costs involved for the means of evaluation of the input material, equipment to vary the speed motors, maintenance, etc., the value of this work is the improvement and understanding of a widespread industrial equipment and widely discussed by several studies, after all, means of corrections and efficiencies may be analogous to other systems, always with the aim of reducing the aggressions made in half environment, providing better quality of life not only to neighboring communities thermoelectric plants, but in the medium and long term, the ecosystem of the globe. It is, finally, that the work presented goals and adjustments necessary for a cyclone filter that, once properly designed and monitored, can provide a longer life and massive efficiency.
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